
Late, but additional Information from Finland 
 
The whole Finnish Six Metre fleet is very excited in waiting the season 2014 to start. The Finnish fleet 
is bigger than ever (http://www.6mr.fi/veneet). We do expect that there would not be less than 15 boas 
in any of the Finnish Six Metre ranking regattas. The “crown jewel “ of the summer 2014 will be the 
Finnish Championship regatta to be arranged by HSS (Helsinfors Segelsälskapet) as part of the 
annual the Jaquart Baltic Classic Master Cup Regatta (http://www.hss-segel.fi/en/sail-racing/baltic-
classic). In last few years Finnish Championship regattas have had more than 20 boats. This summer 
we expect to see more than 25 boats on the starting line. The international six metre community is 
more than welcome to participate the Finnish Championships and the great the Jaquart Baltic Classic 
Master Cup Regatta which is part of the Baltic Classic circuit (http://www.sailtrust.org). If any of our 
international six metre friends are interested come but are little bit hesitant to bring their own boat to 
Helsinki FINSMA (Finnish Six Metre Association) is willing to assist you to find a boat to leas for that 
week. 
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Astrée III  
 
Astrée III is the last 6mR designed by Bjarne Aas and the third last classic 6mR in the world. She was 
designed and built in 1959 in Norway for Swiss 6mR enthusiast Mr. Pierre Bigar to be raced in 
Cannes, France. She has a successful but short short racing history in the Mediterranean as the 6mR 
activities died in the region soon after her launch. Astrée III participated in the One Ton Cup twice, 
1959 in Poole and 1961 in Cannes with 5th and 3rd places in final ranking. She raced against one of 
the most successful yachts of the 60's and 70's (Maybe VIII / Elghi III / Kim VIII - Tore Holm 1954, One 
Ton Cup winner 4 times in a row) eight times and ended beating the Holm design on three occasions. 
In four competitions there were only 2 participants, match races were very even with boat boats 
winning two competitions, 
 
After the death of Mr. Bigar, the boat was testamented to Mrs Florence J. Gould, a patron of the arts 
and daughter-in-law of the railroad magnate Jay Gould. This part of the history is not known in detail - 
most likely the boat was in Juan-les-Pins where her Villa was. From 1980 the boat had a period spend 
on Corsica with the name Elan II. The new owner, Mr Moreuil made extensive repair on the boat and 
put her back in racing condition. The known racing records from the 80's are as follows 
- Regates Royales '80 7/11 (second in classics) 
- 1981 Spring Cup 1/4 
 
In 2000 Jacques Guillaum bought her back to Cote D'azur. In fact Jacques was the second person 
who bought the boat. Jacques renovated the boat thoroughly and also participated in some races but 
there were seldom any other 6mR's on the race courses. 
 
The boat was bought and transported to Finland in 2014 where she first saw snow and ice. Sub zero 
conditions revealed that the aft of the aft of the boat was in a worse shape than expected. The rudder 
had been stuck to it's bearing and the bearing had been moving against the wood. Water had come in 
slowly in and softened the wood. The project was suddenly much bigger - currently after a month of 
work she starts to take shape again. Initial idea of using the original racing gear was also abandoned 
after first winch was opened - the technology has clearly gone a few steps since 1959… At the 
end Astrée III will get a full tune up to be in prime racing condition for the season 2014.  
 
Astrée III will join the HSS's growing 6mR fleet. The fleet will now total 8 boats with FIN 30 Raili, FIN 
36 Joy, FIN 53 Maybe IV, FIN 63 Borée III FIN 69 Topp (in HSS since 2013), Fin 76 Victoria (new 
yacht in Finland and HSS), G39 Antje (new yacht in Finland and HSS). The crew will consist mostly of 
FIN-19 Puckie's (worlds fastest ruffed 6mR in 2011) crew. The plan is to get used to the new boat and 
race Astrée III actively against the biggest 6mR fleet she has ever seen. She will finally be in the 
element that she was designed for. 
 



	  
	  

	  
	  

	  	   	  
	  
	  
FLY was made by C.M. Nielsen & Co. in Nykøbing Falster, Denmark. The boat was ordered by Ivar 
Knudsen in 1926 and designed by Johan Anker. FLY was registered in Denmark with id D29. The next 
known owner of FLY after Ivar Knudsen is Niels Thomsen who bought the boat in 1942. He and his 
son Jörgen Tomsen were the owners of the boat until 2003. They then sold the boat to Sweden to 
Per-Erik Kalström. He used the boat mainly week-end sailing with his family. Juha Liimatta bought the 
boat from Kalström in 2013. 

Juha Liimatta has restored and repaired classic mahogany yachts for several years now. The latest 
boat which he restored before FLY was a 5m boat Toje II FIN40 for which he did massive repairs 
including a whole new deck. When FLY was in Sweden some parts of it were repaired. The old keel 
plank and some lower boardplanking were replaced by Thomas Larsson Yachtsnickeriet AB.. FLY will 
race again with id FIN75. 



	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Boat Name: Victoria, Ex Una IV 
Sail: FIN 76 Ex GBR 69 Ex N 51 
Year Built: 1933 
Designer: Johan Anker 
Builder: Anker & Jensen, Vollen, Norway 
  
Johan Anker designed one 6mR boat during 1932. Two boats were built from this design. One, Norna 
III, was built for Kronprins Olav with the build number 396, and a second, Una IV now Victoria, with the 
build number 377. Victoria was commissioned by Rolf Svinndal in Oslo with the intention to have a 
beautiful boat for the 50 years’ celebration regatta of KNS in 1933. From 1935 onward Victoria had 
many Norwegian owners and names (Hurra 3, Wiba, Mosse 4, Bølgen) until she was purchased to the 
UK in 2003. Victoria arrived to Finland in the fall of 2013. During the winter of 2013/2014 some 
cosmetic work was completed (mainly deck) and a plan was made for future renovations. 
  
The hull is currently very much in original condition. Some maintenance work has been carried out 
during the years, but most structural parts are intact. The most pressing area is her stern post and aft 
deadwood which have been fitted with additional external tie plates, possibly to reduce movement of 
the structure there. Victoria received a new aluminium mast and stainless steel rod rigging in 2007. 
The rod rigging is fitted with toggles to rigging screws connected to lower bilge attachment plates, 
which effectively forms a ring frame. Winches and almost all deck hardware are modern. 
  
The sailing calendar of Victoria for 2014 includes four regattas (all in Finland), training races on 
Wednesdays from June to August, and a special training programme that has been tailored for mR 
yachts. The crew of Victoria is convinced that proper equipment and sufficient preparation will yield 
satisfactory results – facts will be at hand in September of 2014. 
 

 


